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Feature Definition Scenario 1 (BASE) Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 (ADVANCED) Self-assessment of the city (for Pan-City 

Solution) with regard to each feature

Basis for assessment and/or quantitative indicator 

(Optional - only if data exists) 

Projection of 'where the city wants to be' with 

regard to the feature/indicator

Input/Initiative that would move the city 

from its current status to Advanced status 

(Scenario 4: Column G)

1 Citizen participation A smart city constantly shapes and changes course of 

its strategies incorporating views of its citizen to bring 

maximum benefit for all. (Guideline 3.1.6)

The City begins identifies priorities and projects to 

pursue without consulting citizens. 

City undertakes citizen participation with some select 

stakeholders. The findings are compiled and 

incorporated in some projects or programs. Very few 

major decisions are shared with  citizens until final 

projects are unveiled. 

City conducts citizen engagement at city level and local 

area level with most stakeholders and in most areas. 

The findings are compiled and incorporated in projects 

or programs. 

City constantly conducts citizen engagement with people 

at each Ward level to incorporate their views, and these 

shape priorities and development projects in the city. 

Multiple means of communication and getting feedback 

such, both face-to-face and online are utilised. The 

effectiveness of city governance and service delivery is 

constantly enhanced on the basis of feedback from 

citizens. 

Scenario 3 1. Consultation with citizens and stake

holders. PGR Cell {08182-226592/222414,

9343756525}, web-based redressal system

(www.shimogacity.mrc.gov.in) and

whatsapp messenger. 

2. Citizen participation taken for various city proposals 

like CDP, CMP, CSP, Master Plan, Smart city plan etc.

3. Online complaint & applications through PLO 

{http://117.247.181.157/ smgccplo/ login.aspx}. Toll-

Free No. 1800-425-7677. 

4. Uploading and updating the programs on 

Corporation website for active citizen participation

1. Conduct face to face communication with 

citizens by means of ward committees & SMS 

response. 

2. Increase citizen reach with E-Governance. 

3. Inclusion of the urban poor and EWS section in 

the planning process

1.  Develop a system which will ensure 

maximum citizen involvement through 

various means like the existing toll free no, 

PGR Cell, web-based redressal, mobile 

App, watsapp, PLO, SDSS etc. in city level 

projects and programmes

2 Identity and culture A Smart City has a unique identity, which 

distinguishes it from all other cities, based on some 

key aspect: its location or climate; its leading industry, 

its cultural heritage, its local culture or cuisine, or 

other factors.  This identity allows an easy answer to 

the question "why in this city and not somewhere 

else?" A Smart City celebrates and promotes its 

unique identity and culture. (Guideline 3.1.7)

There are few architectural monuments, symbols, and 

festivals that emphasise the unique character of the 

city. Built, natural and cultural heritage is not preserved 

and utilised or enhanced through physical, 

management and policy structures.

Historic and cultural resources are preserved and 

utilised to some extent but limited resources exist to 

manage and maintain the immediate surroundings of 

the heritage monuments. New buildinds and areas are 

created without much thought to how they reflect the 

identity and culture of hte city. 

Historic and cultural heritage resources are preserved 

and utilised and their surroundings are well-

maintained. Public spaces, public buildings and 

amenities reflect the cultural identity of the city; 

Built, natural and intangible heritage are preserved and 

utilised as anchors of the city. Historical and cultural 

resources are enahnced through  various mediums of 

expression. Public spaces, open spaces, amenities and 

public buildings reflect local identity and are widely used 

by the public through festivals, events and activities. 

Scenario 2 1. Being the Gateway for the hilly region of the 

Western Ghats, the city is popularly known as the 

"Gateway of Malnad" (land of hills)

2.Rich in natural heritage and resources - River Tunga 

and its irrigation canals, lakes, agricultural fertile lands 

and rich biodiversity in its vicinity.

3. Built Heritage - Palace of Shivappa

Nayaka, Chamaraja Memorial Hall, Sacred

Heart church, sandalwood oil factory etc.

4. Major festivals - Dasara celebrated on a grand scale. 

Others include Shivaratri, Deepawali, Ganesh 

Chaturthi, Mari habba, Sahyadri Utsav etc.

5. Yearly fairs - Karnataka Sangha Book fair, 

Horticultural Expos, etc

1. City constantly promotes its unique local 

art,culture, cuisine, built heritage, major fairs 

and festivals with highest priority given to the 

preservation of its natural heritage and rich 

biodiversity. 

2.  Developing and interlinking projects with 

special focus on enhancement of eco/nature, 

heritage and cultural tourism based on Malnad 

art, culture & traditions. 

1. Tourist Information system - 

Dashboards, mobile apps, websites etc 

providing easy access to various tourist 

locations, history, festivals, fairs, local 

specialities, accessibility, accomodation 

facilties etc.

3 Economy and 

employment

A smart city has a robust and resilient economic base 

and growth strategy that creates large-scale 

employment and increases opportunities for the 

majority of its citizens. (Guideline 2.6 & 3.1.7 & 6.2)

There are some job opportiunities in the city  but they 

do not reach all sections of the population. There are a 

high number of jobs in the informal sector without 

sufficient facilities. 

There is a range of job opportunities in the city for 

many sections of the population. The city attemps to 

integrate informal economic activities with formal parts 

of the city and its economy. 

There are adequate job opportunities for all sections of 

society. But skill availability among residents can 

sometimes be a challenge. 

There are adequate opportunities for jobs for all sections 

of income groups and skill levels. Job-oriented skill 

training supported by the city and by industry. Economic 

activities are suited to and build on locational and other 

advantages of the city. 

Scenario 3 1. Essentially an agricultural economy. Main

industries are Foundry, paper, textile, agriculture and 

food processing industry, VISL, Mysore paper mills. 

2. IT industry has started with employment of 1000

manpower (Rs. 400 Cr. turnover). 

3. Total employment in organised sector is

estimated at ~70000 persons.

1. Developing as a major agro based industrial 

hub in the region.

2. Capture and develop the tourism potential of 

the city and region which has multiplier effect for 

employment opportunities

3. Continued initiative of skill development 

training for economically weaker sections under 

NULM. 

1. Skill development training programmes/ 

courses for over 15,000 youth of BPL/ EWS 

category to boost their employment rate 

targeting the job opportunities in the 

existing industries and emerging tourism/ 

IT/BT sectors. 

4 Education A Smart City offers schooling and educational 

opportunities for all children in the city  (Guideline 

2.5.10)

The city provides very limited educational facilities for 

its residents. There are some schools but very limited 

compared to the demand. Many schools are in poor 

condition. 

City provides adequate primary education facilities 

within easily reachable distance of 15 minutes walking 

for most residential areas of the city. The city also 

provides some secondary education facilities. 

City provides adequate primary and secondary 

education facilities within easily reachable distance for 

most residential areas of the city. Education facilities 

are regularly assessed through - databases of schools 

including number of students, attendance, teacher - 

student ratio, facilities available and other factors.

City provides adequate and high-quality education 

facilities within easily reachable distance of 10 minutes 

walking for all the residential areas of the city and 

provides multiple options of connecting with specialised 

teaching and multi media enabled education. Education 

facilities are regularly assessed through database of 

schools including number of students, attendance, 

teacher-student ratio, facilities available and other 

factors. 

Scenario 4 1. 150 Government and aided private schools and

143 private unaided schools at reachable

distance within the city.

2. All children can be accommodated in city based 

Government & aided schools.

3. Text books and uniforms provided free of

cost in Government. & aided schools. 

4. Regular monthly and quarterly assessments. 

5. Multimedia enabled education in 10% schools.

1. To integrate and upgrade educational

infrastructure w.r.t  connectivity, walkability and 

safety and security. 

2. Introduction of ICT based online training for 

teachers and students.

Mapping of the educational facilities 

within the city on regular basis and 

propose required upgradation and 

strengthning w.r.t. walkability from 

residential areas,  public transport points 

and introduction of smart classrooms, e-

library, multi-media enabled education, 

student & teacher performance monitoring 

systems etc. 

5 Health A Smart City provides access to healthcare for all its 

citizens. (Guideline 2.5.10)

Healthcare is difficult for citizens to access - demand for 

healthcare often exceeds hospitals' ability to meet 

citizen needs. 

The city provides some access to healthcare for its 

residents but healthcare facilities are overburdened 

and far from many residents. Access to preventive 

health care is only easily available for some residents. 

City provides adequate health facilities within easily 

reachable distance for all the residential areas and job 

centers of the city. It has an emergency response 

system that connects with ambulance services. 

City provides adequate health facilities at easily 

accessible distance and individual health monitoring 

systems for elderly and vulnerable citizens which are 

directly connected to hospitals to prevent emergency 

health risks and to acquire specialised health advice with 

maximum convenience. The city is able to foresee likely 

potential disases and develop response systems and 

preventive care.

Scenario 3 There are about 2500 hospital beds

available. 2 medical colleges and hospitals,

3 Corporate hospitals, and other smaller

hospitals and medicare centres. Hospitals

are adequately reachable. Basic as well as

advanced Life saving Ambulance service is

available. ESI Hospital facility available for

Employees.

To provide to citizens especially senior

citizens, women and children, quality

healthcare. The Medical centres shall be

easily reachable with facilities for initial

diagnosis and immediate emergency

response/ care with ICT Enabled emergency

citizen services including preventive

healthcare.

Provision of affordable health facilities for 

the poor and EWS sections. 

Special measures for monitoring & 

controlling the mosquito menance in the 

city

6 Mixed use A Smart City has different kinds of land uses in the 

same places; such as offices, housing, and shops, 

clustered together. (Guidelines 3.1.2 and 3.1.2)

The city has mostly separated uses and areas are 

focused either on residential, commercial, or industrial, 

with little co-existance of uses.  The average resident 

cannot walk to the closest market or shops near his or 

her home.  For almost everyone, going to work or going 

shopping for basic needs requires a journey by 

automobile or bus of more than 15 minutes.  Land use 

regulations prevent putting commercial or office 

locations in residential neighborhoods and vice versa.

In some parts of the city , there is a mixture of land uses 

that would allow someone  to live, work, and shop in 

close proximity.  However, in most areas, there are only 

small retail stores with basic supplies near housing. 

Most residents must drive or use public transportation 

to access a shop for food and basic daily needs.  Land 

use rules support segretating housing, retail, and office 

uses, but exceptions are made when requested.

Most parts of the city have housing, retail, and office 

buildings in close proximity. Some neighborhoods have 

light industrial uses within them (e.g., auto repair, craft 

production).  Land use rules allow for mixed uses.

Every part of the city has a mix of uses. Everyone lives 

within a 15-minute trip of office buildings, markets and 

shops, and even some industrial uses.  Land use rules 

require or encourage developers to incorporate a 

mixture of uses in their projects.

Scenario 3 1. City has well developed mixed use as per

bye-laws. One main commercial core

shopping zone. 3 other commercial zones

at distances of 3 kms from main zone.

2. Land use rules allow mixed use and do not

exhibit inclination towards segregating

housing, retail and office uses. 

3. Connectivity and mobility are compact.

1. Develop well developed mixed landuse 

pattern with 10-15 min distance from the 

nearest transit facility. 

2. Regulations on new housing projects to  

undertake mixed use integrated with public 

amenities and commercial facilities.

3. Location of all the amenities and recreational 

areas within 15 min walking distance for all the 

residences 

4. Master Plan for the city to be proposed taking 

into account proper land allocation facilitating 

hierarchy of mixed landuse pattern - 

neighbourhood level, sector level and city level.

Amendment in Building Bye-laws to

encourage and incentivize mixed use

developments (higher FAR and TDR) like 

TOD and ZDP thus facilitating higher 

commercial activities and improved 

revenue collection.



7 Compact A Smart City encourages development to be compact 

and dense, where buildings are located close to one 

another and are ideally within a 10-minute walk of 

public transportation, forming concentrated 

neighborhoods.  (Guidelines 2.3 and 5.2)   

The city is expanding rapidly at its periphery into 

undeveloped land, rural or natural areas, or along 

industrial corridors - both formally and informally.  

Formal new development is occuring in a way that is 

"sprawling," meaning that the buildings spread across a 

wide area and are far from one another. Residents or 

tenants find it easier or safer to travel by automobile 

because it takes a long time to walk between 

destinations and there are busy roads separating 

buildings. Large pockets of land in the inner-city are 

vacant. New developments at the periphery tend to be 

large-scale residential developments, often enclosed 

with a gate and oriented to the automobile.

The city has one or two high density areas - such as the 

city center, or historic areas, where buildings are 

concentrated together and where people can walk 

easily from building to building and feel as though they 

are in center of activity.  Most of the city consists of 

areas where buildings are spread out and difficult to 

walk between, sometimes with low-density per 

hectare.  Regulations tend to favor buildings that are 

separated from one another, with lots of parking at the 

base and set-back from the streets.  The city likely has 

some pockets of under-utilized land in the center.  New 

formal developments at the periphery tend to be large-

scale residential developments, often enclosed with a 

gate and oriented to the automobile.

The city has multiple high density clusters that are easy 

to walk around where buildings are close together.  

However, the city actively encourages development to 

occur on under-utilized parcels of land into high-

density, walkable areas.  When new formal large-scale 

development projects happen at the periphery, they 

are encouraged to be dense and compact, with 

buildings that are close together and line the streets. 

The city actively encourages or incentivizes re-

development of under-utilized parcels in the inner-city, 

especially those located close to public transportation.

The city is highly compact and dense, making the most of 

land within the city. Buildings are clustered together, 

forming walkable and inviting activity centers and 

neighborhoods. Regulations encourage or incentivize re-

development of under-utilized land parcels in the city 

center. Buildings are oriented to the street - - and 

parking is kept to a minimum, located below ground or at 

the back of buildings.  Public transport and walking 

connects residences to most jobs and amenities. 

Residential density is at an optimal with afforgable 

housing available in most areas. 

Scenario 2 1. Building byelaws and regulations allow all types of 

developments, plotted as well as high rise

compact. 

2. Residential density in the city is 89 PPH which is 

much lower than the national average of 150 PPH.

3. Though the CBD and old areas are compact, they 

lack proper walkable streets, well planned public 

spaces and prone to traffic congestion.

3. The underutilised conservencies 35 kms in the city 

core have been developed as parking lots and 

commercial shops in congested areas. 

4. In residential areas the density is comparatively low 

with buildings spread out which does not make it 

difficult to walk between the buildings.

1. Vision and Development Strategy oriented

towards compact and vertical development, to 

preserve the surrounding rich fertile land and 

water resources. 

2. Underutilised conservencies in the city will be 

used for provision of parking facilities for the 

commercial and residential areas.

3. Integration of the Master Plan, Public 

Transport system and Non motorised transport 

options connecting the residences to the work 

place and amenities.

Land use bye-laws to encourage vertical 

developments with higher FAR and TDR. 

Also the horizontal expansion of the city 

needs to be restrict/ limited to control the 

haphazard unplanned expansion of the city 

area.

8 Public open spaces A Smart City has sufficient and usable public open 

spaces, many of which are green, that promote 

exercise and outdoor recreation for all age groups.  

Public open spaces of a range of sizes are dispersed 

throughout the City so all citizens can have access. 

(Guidelines 3.1.4 & 6.2)

 The city has very few usable public open spaces and 

very few usable green spaces. Available recreational 

spaces are located far away and are  dispersed at long 

distances around the city.  The few available public 

open spaces offer a limited variety of experiences for 

all sections of population and age groups such as places 

for sport, places for rest, and places for play. 

A variety of public open spaces are available in some 

neighborhoods,  but are not available in all the areas of 

the city or are located far away from residential areas  

Many of the open spaces have access restrictions, or 

are not well-maintained.  A variety of types of public 

open spaces may be lacking, such as natural areas,  

green areas, parks, plazas, or recreation areas. 

Most areas of the city have some sort of public open 

space. There is some variety in the types of public 

spaces in the city. However, public spaces are 

sometimes not within easy reach or access of more 

vulnerable populations and are more restricted in 

poorer neighbourhoods. 

Public open spaces are well dispersed throughout the 

city. Every residential area and work space has access to 

open space within 10 minutes walking distance. Open 

spaces are of various types - natural, green, plazas, parks, 

or recreation areas - which serve various sections of 

people.  Public spaces tend to truly reflect the natural 

and cultural identity of the city.

Scenario 3 Total Green cover in the city - 11.23% 

Total 243 parks, in fairly good condition

under SUDA & Corporation, spread all over

for easy access for all. 

Green cover & Open spaces approx. 615 acres with 

6.92 sqm available per person.

Create Green Spaces and open areas within

accessible distances to all citizens with

theme of Malnad culture attractions. 

To enhance the Green areas and open spaces

from 6.92 sqm per person to over 10 sqm

per person.

Developing additional 300 acres of green 

area with Riverfront, canal buffer zone & 

High tension buffer zone 

Create themed activity in the Green zones 

to serve various sections of population. 

Improvement of city parks/ open spaces

9 Housing and 

inclusiveness

A Smart City has sufficient housing for all income 

groups and promotes integration among social 

groups. (Guidelines 3.1.2)

Housing is very limited and highly segregated across 

income levels. Population growth  far exceeds the 

creation of new housing.  The poor live in informal 

settlements with limited to no access to basic services, 

and are concentrated in a few areas. The wealthy live in 

separate enclaves. Those in the middle have few , if any 

options.

Housing is available at most income levels but is highly 

segregated across income levels. Population growth 

slightly exceeds the creation of new housing. The 

wealthy and the middle class have housing that meets 

their needs at costs appropriate to their income.  The 

poor live in informal settlements.

Housing is available at all income levels, but is 

segregated across income levels. The growth of supply 

of housing almost meets the rate of population growth.  

Increasingly, lower and middle-income people can find 

housing in areas that are conveniently located.  

A wide range of a housing is available at all cost levels. 

The supply of housing is growing at pace with population. 

Afforable, moderate, and luxury housing are found 

clustered together in many areas of the city

Scenario 2 Sufficient housing is available for Middle

and higher income groups. 

Inadequate housing for LIG & EWS; - 1,487 units built 

under government schemes in last 3 years

There are 47 declared and 18 undeclared slums; slum 

population constitutes ~18% of total population. 

To provide and achieve the National level

Goal of Housing for All for 100% slum 

households (Inclusive Housing).

Creation of  good quality housing units for 

EWS/ Urban poor. RGRHCL has acquired 80 

acres of Land for the same. City 

Corporation has patches of 51 acres, 19 

acres & 10 acres in ashraya scheme for 

additional requirements. All the slums 

within city limits will be redeveloped on 

the same land for ahieving 100% social 

inclusiveness 

10 Transport A Smart City does not require an automobile to get 

around; distances are short, buildings are accessible 

from the sidewalk, and transit options are plentiful 

and attractive to people of all income levels. 

(Guidelines 3.1.5 & 6.2)

Personal automobile centric city with very few modal 

options. Long trip lengths for daily commute to work 

and education. Accessing various areas by walking or 

cycling is difficult. Women and vulnerable sections find 

it very difficult to move independently in the city. There 

is limited public transport. Vehicles cause high air and 

noise pollution levels in the city. Vehicles dominate 

public spaces and affect their effective functioning. 

The street network system is elaborate but public 

transport choices are restricted. Public transport can be 

too expensive or unafforadable for the poor. Pedestrian 

infrastructure is only available in select areas. Tha 

majority of investments focus on reducing traffic 

congestion through the creation of more roads.

Network of streets are fairly complete. Public transport 

covers most areas of the city. However last mile 

connectivity remains incomplete  and affects transport 

options. Foot paths are accessible  in most areas, 

whereas concerns of safe crossings and security 

throughout the day remain. Parking zones are 

demarcated but absence of pricing increases over 

utilization of parking lots. 

Street network is complete and follows a clear structure. 

Public transportation network covers the entire city and 

intensity of connection relates with the demand. Plenty 

of options of public transport  are available and 

affordable for all sections of the society. There is multi-

modal integration at all mass transit staions and 

organized-priced on street and off street parking. 

Walking and cycling is prevalent. 

Scenario 2 Road network: 867.45 km, in CBD: 70 Kms,

Footpath: 15 kms, CCTV Surveillance: 100

Nos., Free Parking: 30% roads, City Buses:

63 nos., Improvement programs underway:

65 buses under JNNURM, Nagarothana

Program: Footpath: 10 kms, Junction

improvements: 19 nos., Road

improvement: 3.21 kms. Area identified for

MLCP- Tendering under process.

Attaining Highest Level of Service (LOS 1) in

Urban Transport, Parking facilities and NMT

Transport.

Proposed Improvement programs: 132 

kms Footpaths, 2 MLCPs, 30 kms cycle 

track, public bike sharing with 250 bicycles 

& 15 cycle stations, signages & markings, 

Integrated Bus Terminal, Integrated Traffic 

& Transportation system; Bus Shelters: 32 

nos.

11 Walkable A Smart City’s roads are designed equally for 

pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles; and road safety and 

sidewalks are paramount to street design.  Traffic 

signals are sufficient and traffic rules are enforced.  

Shops, restaurants, building entrances and trees line 

the sidewalk to encourage walking and there is ample 

lighting so the pedestrian feels safe day and night. 

(Guidelines 3.1.3 & 6.2)

The city is designed mainly for the automobile.  Daily 

life without a car requires long bus rides.  Walking is 

difficult and often dangerous; there are few 

pavements, existing pavements need repair and lack 

trees to provide shade for pedestrians, and marked 

pedestrian crossings are rare.  New buildings have their 

main entrances set-back from the street, sometimes 

with large driveways or parking lots separating them 

from the street, and sometimes are are enclosed by 

gates. Traffic signals are often disobeyed

Older areas of the city see a mix of pedestrians, cyclists, 

and vehicles but newer areas are focused mainly on the 

automobile.  In the new areas, there are few 

pavements and main entrances to new buildings are 

not accesible from the front of the street.  large 

driveways or parking lots often separating them from 

the street, and sometimes are are enclosed by gates.  In 

these areas, traffic signals are disobeyed.  

The city has a good network of pavements and bike 

lanes.  Buildings in most areas of the city are easily 

accessible from the pavement.  Howver, traffic signals 

are sometimes disobeyed and it can feel difficult to 

cross the street. 

The city is highly walkable.  Pavements exist on every 

street and are maintained. Trees line many sidewalks to 

provide shade for pedestrians. Buildings in most areas of 

the city are easily accessible from the sidewalk.  Traffic 

signals control the flow of automobiles and are enforced.  

A network of bike lanes exists to promote cycling as a 

means of transport. Traffic rules are followed and 

enforced with great seriousness.

Scenario 2 Around 15 kms of Footpath in CBD, against

70 kms of Roads, CCTV Surveillance (100 nos.). City 

according high priority to Walkability and Non- 

Motorized Transport- Nagarothana Program to shortly 

commence: 10 kms of footpath, Cycle track

on pilot basis, 19 nos. of Junctions improvement.

To encourage safe and secure walkability

within the City to all the public and semipublic 

zones. 

Urban social forestry to be

promoted along wider roads. Provide smart

lighting systems across the City.

Improvement programs proposed 

withrespect to pedestrian under the

comprehensive plan: 51 kms Footpath, 39 

kms cycle track, signages & markings: 40 

kms, ITS.

12 IT connectivity A Smart City has a robust internet network allowing 

high-speed connections to all offices and dwellings as 

desired. (Guideline 6.2)

City has no major plans to bring increased high speed 

internet connectivity to the public.

The city has made plans to provide high speed internet 

connectivity through the existing framework.

The city makes has high speed internet connectivity 

available in most parts of the city. 

The city offers free wifi services to provide opportunity 

for all the citizens to connect with high speed internet 

across the city.

Scenario 3 1. OFC network in nearly 50% of the city are under

NOFN Program. NOFN technology will be GPON 

(Gigabit Passive Access to High speed latest internet 

for all to improve the overall level of life in the city.

2. 10 wifi Hotspots already proposed. 

1. Access to High speed latest internet for all to 

improve the overall level of life in the

City.

1. Citywide public wifi at transport nodes, 

market areas, public areas and residential 

areas etc.

13 ICT-enabled 

government services

A Smart City enables easy interaction (including 

through online and telephone services) with its 

citizens, eliminating delays and frustrations in 

interactions with government. (Guidelines 2.4.7 & 

3.1.6 & 5.1.4 & 6.2)

Essential Government services are not linked with 

online platforms. Paper intensive interactions with the 

local Government continues. Recieving services and 

response to citizen complaints take a long time. There 

is limited availability of data to monitor service 

delivery.

Some of the public services are provided online and 

infrastructure for total digitalization is not in place. 

Service delays occur regularly in some sectors. 

Responses to citizen inquiries or complaints are often 

delayed. No integration between services and billing.

Most of the services are provided online and offline. 

Data transparency helps monitoring. Systema and 

processes to better coordinate between various 

Government agencies are being developed. 

All major services are provided through online and 

offline platforms.  Citizens and officials can access 

information on accounting and monitor status of projects 

and programs through data available on online system. 

Robust data infratsructure system shares information 

and enhances internal governmental coordination.

Scenario 3 "JANAHITA" PGR initiative with Toll-free no{1800-425-

7677}; website ww.shivamoggacity.mrc.gov.in

-Paper Less Office. Citizens can view status/ action 

taken on every application submitted to SCMC 

-Online property & water tax payments through 

Android based mobile app & web-based includes SMS 

response system

-Urban Property Ownership Record; Jalanidhi, Vyapar, 

Nirmaan (online portals & dashboards)

Integrate all the line departments on a common 

platform to achieve seamless and layered 

information and exchange of data for

administration & service provision.

Creating a common database through ICT. 

Bring all departments on common 

platform and have seamless exchange of 

data for administration & services. 

Integrated citizen services portal and call 

center with mobile apps to service G2G, 

G2C & G2B.

‘Shivamogga One’ to be upgraded to

Integrated CSCs and broaden the spread.

14 Energy supply A Smart City has reliable, 24/7 electricity supply with 

no delays in requested hookups. (Guildeline 2.4)

There is only intermittent electricity supply with regular 

power shedding. Many residents have to plan their 

days around when power is available. 

Electricity supply and loads are managed as per 

demand and priority for various functions with clear 

scheduling, with electricity being available in many 

areas for most hours of the day. 

Electricity is available in most parts of the city for most 

hours of the day but some areas are not so well-served. 

Smart metering exists in some parts of the city but not 

all. 

Electricity is available 24 x 7 in all parts of the city with 

smart metering linked to online platforms for monitoring 

and transparency. 

Scenario 2 Peak Demand: 61 MW, Allocation: 50 MW.

20% deficit w.r.t. peak demand. 

Electronic meters at Consumer points, Smart meters at 

Station level only.

Total electrical connections - 116269

Scheduled outages for average 7 hrs a day

24 X 7 electricty supply without any power cuts. 

Installation of energy saving alternatives like 

smart meters, SCADA system, underground 

cabling of electric wiring etc will be 

implemented.

Expected enhanced allocation for

Shivamogga from the Grid in future on 

account of increase in generation in the 

State. Plan for Solar Power generation of 

30 MW from Canal Rooftop & public/semi 

public  bldgs. rooftop.

15 Energy source A Smart City has at least 10% of its electricity 

generated by renewables. (Guideline 6.2)

The city does not have any renewable sources of 

energy and there is no commitment to promote this for 

the forseeable future. 

The city is preparing plans for ensuring that it gets 

more energy from renewable sources and is in the 

process of making commitments in this regard. 

Some energy consumed is the city is produced through 

renewable sources. There are long term targets for 

higher renewable energy capacities and the city is 

making plans to achieve these. 

At least 10% of the energy used in the city is generated 

through renewable sources. The city is undertaking long-

term strategic projects to tap renewable sources of 

energy in its region/beyond to increase the percentage 

of renewable energy sources.  

Scenario 3 Solar Panels installed by some public and

private properties. 

Consumers encouraged to install solar panels. Can sell 

unconsumed power; online grid. Subsidy for solar 

water heaters, mandatory for new power

connection.

To generate/ substitute above 10% of the

City’s power requirement through Solar

power, by each Property unit.n.

Plans for Solar rooftops on all Govt.

Buildings, schools, colleges, stadium.

Large scale solar power generation units to 

be proposed along the canal

Solar Water heaters to be made 

mandatory for existing connections.



16 Water supply A Smart City has a reliable, 24/7 supply of water that 

meets national and global health standards. 

(Guidelines 2.4 & 6.2)

The city has a poor water supply system with limited 

water availability.  There are no clear targets to achieve 

higher quality and optimal quantity standards. 

Unaccounted water loss is above 40%

The city has intermittent water supply and availability. 

However it is setting targets and processes in place to 

try to improve its water supply. Unaccounted water 

loss is less than 30%. 

The city has 24 x 7 water supply in most areas but  the 

quality of water does not meet  international health 

standards. Unaccounted water loss is less than 20%.

The city has 24 x 7 treated water supply which follows 

national and global standards and also available in 

suffecient quantity and affordable across all sections of 

the society. Unaccounted loss less than 15%.

Scenario 2 Present Supply rate is @155 lpcd on an average of 1.5 

hours per day; 98% distribution network coverage; 

46% of households coverage; 26% NRW losses; 0% 

metered connections

100% treated water supplied; Treated water capacity 

increased from 66 MLD to 84 MLD

24X7 water supply for entire city tender floated.

24 X 7 water supply, meeting Global

standards, sufficient for entire population,

with smart meters installed at consumer

points. UFW less than 20%.

24 X 7 water supply system - GIS mapping 

of WS network, SCADA, leakage sensor, 

quality meters etc.

Smart meters to be installed at zonal and 

bulk consumers initially followed by 100% 

coverage of domestic consumers

17 Water management A Smart City has advanced water management 

programs, including smart meters, rain water 

harvesting, and green infrastructure to manage 

stormwater runoff. (Guideline 6.2)

The city does not measure all its supply. It does not 

recycle waste water to meet its requirements and rain 

water harvesting is not prevalent. Flooding often occurs 

due to storm water run-off. 

The city has meters for all its water supply but lacks 

mechanisms to monitor. Water wasteage is very high. 

Some, but not much, rainwater harvesting exists. 

The  has meters for all its water supply with some 

smart mechanisms to monitor. Rainwater harvesting 

systems are installed  and storm water is collected and 

stored in water bodies. However, recycling of waste 

water and reusage of storm water is limited.

The city has meters for all its water supply. It includes 

smart mechanisms to monitor remotely. Rainwater 

harvesting systems are installed and utilised through the 

city and storm water is collected and stored in water 

bodies and treated for usage. Recycled waste water is 

supplied for secondary uses. 

Scenario 1 98% coverage of piped water system from River Tunga 

and good availaibility of ground water due to high 

groundwater table

No focussed initiative or regulatory policy for rain 

water harvesting initiated.

24x7 treated water supply, 100% rainwater

harvesting for larger public, institutional & 

educational buildings, Storing of run-off water in 

lakes for recharging the ground water table

24x7 treated water supply reduces intake 

from the water source thereby saving 

water and energy, through reduction of 

UFW. Rainwater harvesting to be 

mandatory for large public, insitutional & 

educational buildings.

Storing of run-off water in lakes for

recharging. Recycling of Treated 

wastewater into irrigation system.

18 Waste water 

management

A Smart City treats all of its sewage to prevent the 

polluting of water bodies and aquifers. (Guideline 2.4)

The city is unable to treat all its sewage. Many local 

sewer lines open on to water bodies and open ground 

and pollute the environment.

Most waste water is collected and treated before 

before disposal. However the treated water does not 

meet standards and is not recycled for secondary uses.

All the waste water is collected and treated before 

before disposal. It is also treated to a high standard and 

some is recycled. 

The city has zero waste water because all the waste 

water is collected, treated and recycled. It meets 

standards an reduces the need for fresh water.

Scenario 1 5.13 MLD Plant needs rehabilitation. 

25% (18000 nos.) households connected.

Only 447 kms (52%) of network against required 

867.45 kms.

Separate from Drainage network wherever sewerage 

network exists. 

90% commencement of the UGD project for entire city 

with adequate treatment facilities

100% coverage of UGD system in the city. 100% 

treatment of waste water generated as per CPCB 

and TNSPCB standards. 

- Zero discharge of untreated waste water

from city.

- 100% use of recycling and reuse of treated 

waste water 

State Government program and proposal 

under AMRUT to ensure required 

treatment capacity (60 MLD) and 100% 

coverage with House service connections.

Recycling of Treated waste water into

irrigation system.

19 Air quality A Smart City has air quality that always meets 

international safety standards. (Guideline 2.4.8)

City does not have plans, policies or programs to 

improve the air quality. Systems to monitor air quality 

are absent.

City has programs and projects to monitor air quality 

and spatialising the data to ascertain reasons for 

degrees of pollution in the air. A few strategies to 

decrease air pollution have been implemented.

City has programs and projects to monitor air quality 

and spatialising the data to ascertain reasons for 

degrees of pollution in the air. Pollution levels are 

acceptable. 

The city has clean air by international standards. Live Air 

quality monitoring cover the entire city and data of air 

quality are mapped. 

Scenario 3 The ambient Air Quality is well within the

limits prescribed by CPCB. Reports are

available.

City shall retain the ambient air quality,

which is as per International standards.

Promoting and selective approvals of Non - 

Polluting industries only, such as 

agrobased, IT / BT and Tourism 

development in nature, heritage and 

medical tourism.

Efficient Public Transport system & 

facilitating NMT mode of mobility

20 Energy efficiency A Smart City government uses state-of-the-art energy 

efficiency practices in  buildings, street lights, and 

transit systems. (Guideline 6.2)

City has no programs or controls or incentive 

mechanisms to promote or support energy effeciency 

in buildings

The city promotes energy efficiency and some new 

buildings install energy effeciency systems that track 

and monitor energy use and savings.

Most new public buildings install energy effeciency 

systems and some older buildings are also retrofitted to 

be more energy efficient. Local government conducts 

counselling and outreach with developer, businesses 

and residents to adopt energy effeciency strategies

All the existing old and new public buildings employ 

energy effeciency principles in development and 

operation and apply for energy rating by national and 

international forums. Many non-public buildings are also 

energy efficient because the government promotes 

energy efficiency through incentices and regulations.  

Scenario 3 Consumers encouraged to instal solar panels, can sell 

unconsumed power.ie online grid. 

Subsidy for Solar water heaters, mandatory for new 

power connection.

2000 street lights (12%) on LED now. Plans under 

process to convert all the street lights to LED

State of the art energy efficiency practices

in public and private zones.

100% coverage of LED street lighting to be 

implemented under DELP scheme

Adopting Green building concepts for large scale 

public, commercial & institutional buildings

Implementation of Intelligent LED Street 

lighting system covering entire city area.

Mapping & auditing the large scale 

building projects so that their design 

includes the required elements of green 

buildings.

21 Underground electric 

wiring

A Smart City has an underground electric wiring 

system to reduce blackouts due to storms and 

eliminate unsightliness. (Guideline 6.2)

City does not have plans for underground electric 

wiring system.

More than 40% of the city has underground electric 

wiring system.

More than 75% of the city has underground electric 

wiring system.

More than 90% of the city has underground electric 

wiring system.

Scenario 1 All the electric wiring system is along the streets and 

roads creating very unpleasant view within the city. 

The exposed wiring also causes frequent O & M due to 

damages during bad climate and other external 

factors. It is very risky w.r.t. the public safety 

especially in public areas.

Provision100% underground cabling of electric 

wiring reducing T&D losses and

maintenance cost.

Underground ducting of all electrical 

wiring especially in the congested dense 

commercial areas and transport nodes.

22 Sanitation A Smart City has no open defecation, and a full supply 

of toilets based on the population. (Guidelines 2.4.3 & 

6.2)

Many parts of the city do not have access to sanitation 

infrastructure and facilities. 

Sanitation facilities are availabile to 70% of the city's 

population. 

Sanitation facilities are available to 90% of the city's 

poopulation. 

Sanitation facilities are available to 100% of the city's 

population.

Scenario 3 Total properties with individual toilets: 1,61,774 (75%); 

Gap - 53,540 nos. (25%)

17% depend on community toilets & 8% practice open 

defecation

Total Nos: 253 out of which 159 nos. are community  

toilets (1,850 seats) & 94 nos. are public toilets (284 

seats); Gap: 816 seats 

To make the city free of open defecation through 

100% coverage of sanitation in city including 

slums. 

E- toilets in schools, slum localities and 

public areas

23 Waste management A Smart City has a waste management system that 

removes household and commercial garbage, and 

disposes of it in an environmentally and economically 

sound manner. (Guidelines 2.4.3 & 6.2)

Waste collection systems do not pick up waste on a 

frequent basis and waste often enters into water 

bodies. 

Waste generated is usually collected but not 

segregated. Recycling is attempted by difficult to 

implement. 

Waste is segretated, collected, recycled and disposed in 

an environmentally sound manner. 

The city reduces land fill caused by waste so that it is 

minimal. All the solid waste generated is seggregated at 

source and sent for recycling. Organic waste is sent for 

composting to be used for gardening in the city. Energy 

creation through waste is considered.

Scenario 2 Set system for 100% D2D collection through IEC 

activities; increased from 40% to 80% in last 3 yrs

- 110 TPD generated out of which 80TPD is processed 

per day (73%)                    

- 1.5 TPD wet waste management facility & 2.5 TPD 

pyrolysis unit set up created

- 50 TPD capacity compost plant operational on PPP 

mode

- GPS tracking of SWM vehicles project tender 

Adequate landfill area for disposal of inerts 

- No system for efficient monitoring of the off field 

staff & activities causing delay & lapses in waste 

collection

1. 100% D2D waste collection and 50% 

segregation at source to be targeted

2. 100% waste collected is recycled

3. Energy is generated through collected waste

4. Monitoring of waste collection, transportation 

& disposal activities, on field staff attendence etc 

will be implemented

GPS tracking of SWM vehicles installed 

with load sensors

Biometric attendence system for the on 

field staff

Cloud sourcing web or mobile based app 

for the citizens to convey inefficiencies or 

lapses in waste collection in their areas

24 Safety and security A Smart City has high levels of public safety, especially 

focused on women, children and the elderly; men and 

women of all ages feel safe on the streets at all hours. 

(Guideline 6.2)

The city has low levels of public safety - most groups of 

residents feel insecure during most parts of the day in 

many parts of the city.

The city has medium levels of public safety - some 

more vulnerable groups feel insecure during some 

points of the day and in some parts of the city 

The city has high levels of public safety - all citizens 

including women, children and the elderly feel secure 

in most parts of the city during most time in the day. 

The city has very high levels of public safety - all 

residents feel safe in all parts of the city during all hours 

of the day. 

Scenario 2 - 100 CCTV surveillance cameras installed in city 

- 5 kms pedestrian pathways physical barricaded

- 24X7 patrolling; police strength increased from 876 

to 1025; 5 police chowkis & 6 patrolling vehicles added

- Hand & drone cameras, mobile phone tools provided 

to traffic &crime police for better monitoring 

- Santhavana (counselling centre) an initiative of GoK 

provides dedicated women helpline number 

100% CCTV camera surveliience system along 

the city roads, public areas and transport nodes

Law enforcement platforms along with citizen

participation. 

Improved safety & security measures for 

women, elderly and children during day  & night 

hours.

Propose a robust CCTV surveillance system 

covering entire city monitored through a 

centralised control room, mobile based 

alert system, panic buttons &  CCTV 

cameras in PT buses and GPS tracking 

system of buses.



Level of 

Development 

of city overall

Level of Development of city overall

(OPTIONAL) Any additional 

information, inlcuding any 

quantitative information

Citizen 

participation
Scenario 2

City undertakes citizen participation with some select stakeholders. The findings are compiled and 

incorporated in some projects or programs. Very few major decisions are shared with  citizens until 

final projects are unveiled. 

Identity and 

culture 
Scenario 2

Historic and cultural resources are preserved and utilised to some extent but limited resources exist 

to manage and maintain the immediate surroundings of the heritage monuments. New buildinds and 

areas are created without much thought to how they reflect the identity and culture of hte city. 

Economy and 

employment
Scenario 3

There are adequate job opportunities for all sections of society. But skill availability among residents 

can sometimes be a challenge. 

Education Scenario 3

City provides adequate primary and secondary education facilities within easily reachable distance for 

most residential areas of the city. Education facilities are regularly assessed through - databases of 

schools including number of students, attendance, teacher - student ratio, facilities available and 

other factors.

Health Scenario 3
City provides adequate health facilities within easily reachable distance for all the residential areas 

and job centers of the city. It has an emergency response system that connects with ambulance 

services. 

Mixed use Scenario 2

In some parts of the city , there is a mixture of land uses that would allow someone  to live, work, and 

shop in close proximity.  However, in most areas, there are only small retail stores with basic supplies 

near housing. Most residents must drive or use public transportation to access a shop for food and 

basic daily needs.  Land use rules support segretating housing, retail, and office uses, but exceptions 

are made when requested.

Compact Scenario 2

The city has one or two high density areas - such as the city center, or historic areas, where buildings 

are concentrated together and where people can walk easily from building to building and feel as 

though they are in center of activity.  Most of the city consists of areas where buildings are spread 

out and difficult to walk between, sometimes with low-density per hectare.  Regulations tend to favor 

buildings that are separated from one another, with lots of parking at the base and set-back from the 

streets.  The city likely has some pockets of under-utilized land in the center.  New formal 

developments at the periphery tend to be large-scale residential developments, often enclosed with 

a gate and oriented to the automobile.

Public open 

spaces
Scenario 1 #N/A

Housing and 

inclusiveness
Scenario 2

Housing is available at most income levels but is highly segregated across income levels. Population 

growth slightly exceeds the creation of new housing. The wealthy and the middle class have housing 

that meets their needs at costs appropriate to their income.  The poor live in informal settlements.

Transport Scenario 2

The street network system is elaborate but public transport choices are restricted. Public transport 

can be too expensive or unafforadable for the poor. Pedestrian infrastructure is only available in 

select areas. Tha majority of investments focus on reducing traffic congestion through the creation of 

more roads.

Walkable Scenario 2

Older areas of the city see a mix of pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles but newer areas are focused 

mainly on the automobile.  In the new areas, there are few pavements and main entrances to new 

buildings are not accesible from the front of the street.  large driveways or parking lots often 

separating them from the street, and sometimes are are enclosed by gates.  In these areas, traffic 

signals are disobeyed.  

IT connectivity Scenario 1 #N/A

Intelligent 

government 

services

Scenario 3
Most of the services are provided online and offline. Data transparency helps monitoring. Systema 

and processes to better coordinate between various Government agencies are being developed. 

Energy supply Scenario 2
Electricity supply and loads are managed as per demand and priority for various functions with clear 

scheduling, with electricity being available in many areas for most hours of the day. 

Energy source Scenario 1 #N/A

Water supply Scenario 2
The city has intermittent water supply and availability. However it is setting targets and processes in 

place to try to improve its water supply. Unaccounted water loss is less than 30%. 

Water 

management
Scenario 2

The city has meters for all its water supply but lacks mechanisms to monitor. Water wasteage is very 

high. Some, but not much, rainwater harvesting exists. 

Waste water 

management
Scenario 2

Most waste water is collected and treated before before disposal. However the treated water does 

not meet standards and is not recycled for secondary uses.

Air quality Scenario 2
City has programs and projects to monitor air quality and spatialising the data to ascertain reasons 

for degrees of pollution in the air. A few strategies to decrease air pollution have been implemented.

Energy 

efficiency
Scenario 1 #N/A

Underground 

electric wiring
Scenario 1 #N/A

Sanitation Scenario 2 Sanitation facilities are availabile to 70% of the city's population. 

Waste 

management
Scenario 2

Waste generated is usually collected but not segregated. Recycling is attempted by difficult to 

implement. 

Safety and 

security
Scenario 2

The city has medium levels of public safety - some more vulnerable groups feel insecure during some 

points of the day and in some parts of the city 
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ANNEXURE 3.1:  CITY PROFILE

LOCATION & CONNECTIVITY
Latitude :13o58' N & 
Longitude:75o34‘ E
Strategically located at foot hills 
of Western Ghats with good 
road & rail connectivity.
Air connectivity – Bangalore 
(315 km) & Mangalore(195 km) 

CITY WARD MAP CITY ROAD NETWORK

Total no of wards : 35
Inner City wards : 18 

Total Road length : 867.0 kms
Transport : 2 bus stands, 1 railway Station 

BH-Road(NH-13)

Peripheral ring road (60M)

New Bridge

Railway 
station

KSRTC Bus Terminal BANGALORE

HONNAVAR

SALIENT FEATURES
Ideal Climate for human habitation - Av mean 
temp:17.5°C-31.0°C; 571m above MSL
Rich in Biodiversity & Natural Resources
Ample Water resources – River Tunga flows 
across the city
Eco Tourism Hub – located in vicinity of various 
eco tourism spots
Educational Hub
Good access to basic services 
Major Economy - Agriculture, Agro based  
industries, Auto mobile parts

PROPOSED LAND USE MAP

Green Cover – 11.23% &  Blue Cover – 7%
Total Live lakes in city – 89 nos.

Predominantly Residential Character – 52.81%
Commercial Concentration in CBD  - 4.55% 

Land use Category %
Residential 52.81

Public/Semi Public 8.32

Commercial 4.55

Green / Open Spaces 11.23

Industrial 5.61

Public Utilities 0.76

Water Bodies 7

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL SPREAD BLUE & GREEN SPREAD



ANNEXURE 3.2:  TOURISM POTENTIAL OF SHIMOGA

.

Mandagadde

Gudavi

Jog Falls 

Nestled in the UNESCO World Heritage Site “WESTERN GHATS” has high potential for Eco tourism 
REGIONAL ECO TOURISM LOCATION TOURISM DESTINATIONS IN 30 KMS RADIUS 

Honnemardu

Agumbe

Onaki Abbi

Kavale Durga Fort

Ikkeri

Keladi
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CORE PILLARS 

D1
•Efficient Basic Services, Eco Mobility,  Compact 
Mixed land use Development,  Affordable Housing, 
Green Initiatives

D2
•Improved Efficiency in Service delivery, Capacity 
Building

D3
•Increased Accountability, Alternative Finance 
options, Niche market for local arts, capitalising on 
indigenous economy

D4
•Access to better Health, Safety and Security, 
Cultural Connectivity and Knowledge sharing

D5
•Effective Management of Natural Resources, 
Sustainable Energy system

CP1

CP2

CP3

CP4

CP5

CITY PROFILE

CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

SWOT

LIVELY

SMART

PRODUCTIVE
CITY

SAFE

ECO- FRIENDLY

DIRECTIONS  LEADING TO 
ACTIONS 

STANDARD OF LIVING

VISION FOR EACH IMPACT

EASE OF LIVING

IMPROVES ECONOMY

IMPROVES HAPPINESS 
INDEX

CONSERVE ECOLOGY

GLOBAL 
RECOGNITION

ACTIONS

INVEST LESS REAP MORE 

ANNEXURE 3.2a:  CONCEPT & VISION 



KEY PLAN LAND USE MAP

Clutters Roads

Disorganised utilities

Chaotic Bus Terminal

18 KM²

Tunga Riverfront 

Shivappa Nayaka Palace Gandhi Park 

Includes city level transport modes - bus terminal, railway station, bridges 
Lacks NMT infrastructure; poor dependency & coverage of PT system;
Only six junctions are signalised; other roads are manually operated
Lack of designated parking areas; 30% of the roads have free parking 

Informal 
settlement

70 KM²

WARD MAP

TRAFFIC & 
TRANSPORTATION 

Irrigation Canal 

Total Green Cover: 15%; Total Blue Cover: 20%
Other Recreational areas -18 no of ward level parks; Gandhi park, Nehru Stadium
Heritage spots - Shivappa Nayaka Palace, Sandal wood factory along the Riverfront
8.5 km of Riverfront area which is free of encumbrance & encroachments 

TOTAL ABD AREA
1500 acres (6.0 sq. km.)
IMPACT POPULATION
83,000 (23%)
WARD NO  
3,8,9,10,11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 26
ABD CHARACTER- Mixed 
land use in CBD area 
located along the Riverfront

Total no of slum: 10 nos;  slum pop-
7,877 (9%)
Includes HIG & MIG housing in 
residential areas
CBD area acts as  major commercial  
and institutional centre of the city

RETROFITTING (1225 acres) & 
REDEVELOPMENT (275 acres)

Sandalwood factory

Tunga Riverfront 

MIXED LAND USE PATTERN

GREEN & BLUE COVER, HERITAGE TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION

ANNEXURE 3.3:  AREA BASED DEVELOPMENT AREA PROFILE



Total City Population : 360,000 100% ( 2015 projected  population)
Awareness generated  to over 60% of  population 
Media: over  1,20,000 responses (33.3%)
Handouts: 65,498 responses  from 100,000 handouts (18.19%)
Painting competition: 2700 entries (0.75%)
Essay writing: 303 essays (0.08%); Quiz Competition - 60
Street Plays: 25 plays in slum areas (reached  to  33 % of  slum 
dweller)
Public Banner/ hoardings:  60 numbers across  the  city:
Ward Consultations: average  of  1250 in each of  35 wards. 12% of 
City population)

ADMINISTRATIORS + STAKEHOLDERSPROFESSIONALSSTREET PLAYS  IN SLUMS

STUDENTS

WELFARE  SOCIETY REPRESENTATIVES

MEDIA   &  CITIZENS

WOMENS  SANGH

ANNEXURE 3.4: CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

Citizens aspiration Indicator of Shivamogga
Citizens priorities Indicator for Area Development Proposal
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ANNEXURE 3.5: CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT



ANNEXURE 3.6:  AREA BASED DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
CASE STUDY : Seol Stream Restoration Project  (Cheonggyecheon)



ANNEXURE 3.7:  AREA BASED DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 



PROPOSAL 1: INTEGRATED TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM (ITTS)

VEHICLE TRACKING

Bus with GPS       Backend system       SIM       

INTEGRATED TICKETING

Hand held ticketing system       Call Centre       Backend system       

SMART PARKING

Handheld ticketing
system      

Backend system      MLCP       AMC      

ANNEXURE 3.8: PAN CITY PROPOSAL

VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS

Back end system      AMC      



SMART WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

STREET LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM

CCTV CAMERA SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

PROPOSAL -3: INTELLIGENT LED STREET LIGHTING & SURVELLIANCE SYSTEM

Garbage
vehicle       

AMC       Sweeper       Call Centre       Bio metric       

Solar LED      Backend systemBattery      Remote      

Surveillance 
camera      

SIM card      Backend system      AMC      

PROPOSAL -2: ICT BASED SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ANNEXURE 3.9: PAN CITY PROPOSAL



ANNEXURE 3.10: GANT CHART



Implementing / 
Supporting 
Agencies

SPV

MESCOM

Karnataka Forest Department, 
Biodiversity Board, Department of 

Horticulture & Tourism

KUWS&DB

Karnataka Housing Board, Karnataka Slum 
Clearance Board 

KPWD

Ministry of Railways & PPP

Water Supply

Basic Services  & Infrastructure
Abattoir, Public Toilets, SW Drain, UGD, 

Integrated bus Terminal, Bus Shelters, River & 
Canal beautification & improvement, Parks 

improvement, Emergence Response Cell, Rain 
Water Harvesting

Slum Redevelopment

Railway station 
Redevelopment

Pedestrian pathway, bicycle 
track, skywalk

Eco tourism & Recreational projects
Eco resort, Yoga center, Butterfly park, Garden, 

Restaurant, Theme park, Musical Fountain, 
Aquarium, Laser Show,

Heritage Walk, Art & Craft Village
Floriculture Research Centre, Local Skill 

development Centers, Parking

Solar Plant

Bio diversity Research Centre, Sandalwood 
Factory Museum

Projects

PPP

Central Schemes
- MOUD
- MNRE
- MoHUPA
- Deity

KUIDFC
- Nodal Agencies
- Soft Loans
- Multi-Lateral 

Agencies

ULB

Supporting 
Agencies

Grants

Monitoring Agencies

ANNEXURE 3.11: CONVERGENCE



ANNEXURE 3.12: FINANCIAL PROPOSAL

Particulars
Estimated 

Cost 
(Rs. In Crs)

Disbursement of funds
Smart City 

Grant

Convergence from Center & State Government Schemes

State / ULB PPP
FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019FY 2020 AMRUT SBM Digital India

Nirbhaya
Fund

MNRE / IPDS DMA PMAY
National River 
Conservation 

Plan
AREA BASED DEVELOPMENT

Improvement of Basic Infrastructure 395.70 0.00 118.71 276.99 0.00 0.00 321.00 11.02 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 24.30 0.00 26.98 0.00

Water Supply- 24*7, Smart Meters 30.15 0.00 9.05 21.11 0.00 0.00 0.15 3.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.98 0.00

SWM - DWCC, Abattoir 10.15 0.00 3.05 7.11 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sanitation - Public Toilets, E Toilets 2.40 0.00 0.72 1.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Storm Water Drain 8.00 0.00 2.40 5.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Underground ducting 264.00 0.00 79.20 184.80 0.00 0.00 264.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Slum Redevelopment 81.00 0.00 24.30 56.70 0.00 0.00 56.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.30 0.00 0.00 0.00

Traffic & Transport Infrastructure 134.82 0.00 19.65 59.54 46.73 8.89 104.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.00

Railway station 30.00 0.00 9.00 21.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.00

Public transport system 24.86 0.00 0.00 7.46 17.40 0.00 24.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

NMT 44.45 0.00 0.00 13.34 22.23 8.89 44.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Traffic Management 35.50 0.00 10.65 17.75 7.10 0.00 35.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Eco Tourism & Cultural Hub Development 464.67 0.00 139.40 232.33 92.93 0.00 258.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.95 1.05 198.64

River front development 421.12 0.00 126.34 210.56 84.22 0.00 236.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.95 1.05 176.87

Improvement of Shivappana Nayaka palace 43.54 0.00 13.06 21.77 8.71 0.00 21.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.77

Knowledge Hub 46.22 0.00 9.24 27.73 9.24 0.00 24.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.26

Knowledge & Research Hub 46.22 0.00 9.24 27.73 9.24 0.00 24.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.26

Green & Sustainable Initiatives 417.36 0.00 83.47 250.42 83.47 0.00 173.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 218.70

Green Initiatives 168.84 0.00 33.77 101.30 33.77 0.00 168.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sustainable initiatives 248.52 0.00 49.70 149.11 49.70 0.00 4.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 218.70

TOTAL COST – ABD 1458.77 0.00 370.48 847.02 232.38 8.89 882.61 11.02 2.40 0.00 0.00 24.85 10.00 24.30 6.95 28.04 468.60

PAN CITY
Cetralised Control Room 58.62 0.00 9.16 38.02 7.50 3.94 39.09 0.00 3.91 5.76 9.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Street-lighting control system 2.97 0.00 0.59 1.49 0.59 0.30 2.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Vehicle Tracking 3.76 0.00 0.75 1.88 0.75 0.38 3.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Integrated Ticketing 15.55 0.00 3.11 7.77 3.11 1.55 15.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Variable Message signs 3.38 0.00 0.00 2.37 0.68 0.34 3.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Smart Parking 3.48 0.00 2.43 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.00 0.00 3.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

CCTV Camera Surveillance System 9.85 0.00 1.97 4.93 1.97 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Waste Management System 0.44 0.00 0.31 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

City Management Centre 19.20 0.00 0.00 19.20 0.00 0.00 13.44 0.00 0.00 5.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL COST - PAN CITY 58.62 0.00 9.16 38.02 7.50 3.94 39.09 0.00 3.91 5.76 9.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL COST OF PROPOSAL 1517.38 0.00 379.64 885.04 239.88 12.83 921.70 11.02 6.31 5.76 9.85 24.85 10.00 24.30 6.95 28.04 468.60

Allocation/Disbursement 100.0% 0.0% 25.0% 58.3% 15.8% 0.8% 60.7% 0.7% 0.4% 0.4% 0.6% 1.6% 0.7% 1.6% 0.5% 1.8% 30.9%
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SHIVAMOGGA CITY MUNICIPAL 
CORPORATION

SPV

• Person nominated by MoUD
• Chairman - Secretary level officer of GoK
• MD / CEO – IAS, Selection scale KAS, KAMS
• Managing Directors, KUIDFC
• Director Municipal Administration
• MD Karnataka Urban Water Supply and Drainage 

Board
• Managing director – Local Electricity Supply Company
• Two Independent Directors
• Six Directors nominated by SCMC including 

Commissioner SCMC

Chief Executive Officer

Company Secretary
Chief Operating Officer

AGM Traffic & 
TransportAGMIT

GM
Commercial and 

procurement

GM 
Projects 

GM 
HR & Admin

Manager  
Commercial And 

Procurement
Manager IT

Manager
Traffic & 
Transport

Manager-Accounts

AGM Urban 

PRO

Manager  
Tourism

Manager HR & 
Admin

GM Legal

Manager
Legal

Manager 
Liaison

AGM Liaison

• MP, MLA, MLC, Mayor and other Corporators, 
Divisional commissioner, District Commissioner 
would be the members of SCTF.

• Provide guidance on governance and public 
policy

• Provide support in project implementation
• Communicate needs of citizens to the SPV

• Provide loans and grants
• Provide technical support
• Potential stakeholders in the SPV

• Support planning and  execution of Smart 
city projects

• Facilitate coordination with state, center and 
other government bodies

• Provide guidance on governance and public 
policy

• Provide support in project implementation

• Project execution and revenue sharing with 
the SPV

SMART CITY TASK FORCE  

Hand holding agencies, multilateral and bilateral 
organizations

BOARD OF DIRECTORS STATE GOVERNMENT
AUTHORITIES & AGENCIES

Strategic and project 
management experts

PPP partners, Vendors, Financiers

GM
Finance 

Manager 
Finance

AGM Tourism 

Manager  
Urban 

ANNEXURE 4: ORGANOGRAM – INTERELATIONSHIP OF SPV WITH STAKEHOLDERS 
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